
ral networks that may be used in any system
relying upon such networks and giving account
of some particular structure in which a «strict
decomposition» may appear.
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action brings some real duration value that is
propagated to the following expected actions,
thanks to an arc-consistency algorithm that runs
efficiently in O(m.r) in worst case, where m is
the number of time-points in the graph managed
by the execution process, and r the number of
robots.

One can notice that in fact allocation and execu-
tion processes work on the same graph, but not
exactly on the same sub-set of time-points: the
sliding interleaving technique leads to a certain
time-lag between both.

If we have a lot of imprecision, we cannot re-
quire a tight discrimination criteria between two
robots(i), because the execution would let this
imprecision unresolved, and the process would
stop. So, we need to adapt our requirement of
quality to the level of imprecision. We should
tune it, with statistical or learning methods for
example, such that each robot is given at each
time an horizon of one up to three tasks, thus
maintaining a sufficient time-lag between allo-
cation and execution.

6 . Experimental Results and
Conclusion

Our method was implemented in CommonLisp
in a SunSparc environment. The formal details
about the tests can be found in [Vidal,94]. We
can summarize our results as follows:

1. With less imprecise data, we get better
near-optimal solutions.

2. The temporal propagation processes ap-
pear to be negligible compared to the glo-
bal allocation process, which complexity
itself appears to be strictly bounded and
runs in the order of the second(ii).

i.  formally a short overlapping of the two intervals cor-
responding to the possible values of the availability
times of the two robots

3. For big databases, the initial off-line proc-
ess of expanding the graph, with initial
propagations became really costly. But the
global in-line allocation/execution proc-
ess behaves with nearly the same experi-
mental complexity, thus paying off for the
initial preprocessing.

Thus, we assume a robust interleaving process,
with the quality of the solution produced de-
pending upon the level of imprecision charac-
terising the instance of the application.

* * *

The application presented throughout this paper
describes techniques for allocating predefined
identical tasks to a large team of identical ro-
bots. This is done at a high-level of abstraction,
with centralised techniques, in order to give to
each robot a global description of the tasks it
has to perform. Path planning and trajectory
control capabilities are managed in a distributed
way in the ESPRIT project MARTHA.

The need for near-optimal solutions, consider-
ing the imprecision of temporal information, led
us to adopt an allocation/execution interleaving
process, which gave birth to the necessity of
finding highly efficient temporal management
techniques. This was made possible thanks to

• the separation between heuristic choices and
temporal management.
• the use of the same graph, with distinct prop-
agation algorithms, for managing allocation as
well as execution steps,
• and essentially, the proof of some important
property of the path-consistency mechanism
made it possible to restrict it to local propaga-
tions, keeping the global completeness of the
propagation process with respect to the applica-
tion needs. This is a general property of tempo-

ii.  which has to be compared to durations of actions in
the order of 10 to 15 minutes at the less.



Thus we have to run the two decision steps that
are usually addressed in search techniques espe-
cially when backtrack-free search is required,
and that will be made through heuristic func-
tions that are briefly introduced here (see [Vi-
dal,94] for more details):

1. «variable ordering»: which task to sched-
ule next, i.e. in our case which container
to take next.

We will look for the “most critical” con-
tainer (in a temporal sense).

This search runs in linear time in the
number of reachable containers, which are
generally few, as far as the containers are
«highly stacked» in the conveyors.

2. «value ordering»: which resource and
temporal placement to choose for this task,
i.e. in our case which robot will take care
of the container.

We will look for the robot that is likely
to arrive first at the unloading area.

This search runs in linear time in the
number of robots.

* * *

Once the choices have been made, temporal
precedence constraints will be added

• between the last availability time-point of the
robot and the beginning of its new task,
• and ordering constraints for the PICKUP and
PUTDOWN operations.

This constraints adding process goes with tem-
poral propagations as it is depicted in section 3,
leading to updating the graph, and then to new
values on the availability date of the robot and
the temporal windows on each unloading/load-
ing operation.

In [Vidal,94], we detail a least-commitment ap-
proach, mixed with some heuristic choice when
needed, to obtain a backtrack-free near-optimal
ordering of the unloading/loading operations.

To summarize, the global allocation process
runs through the following steps:

1. Heuristic choice of the most critical con-
tainer: CONT.

2. Heuristic choice of the best robot to con-
vey it: ROB.

3. Strict ordering of the last PUTDOWN
made by ROB, with associated temporal
propagations.

4. Temporal propagation in the sub-graph of
the currently allocated task.

5. Strict ordering of the PICKUP of the cur-
rently allocated task, with associated tem-
poral propagations.

One can easily denote the separation between
heuristic decisions and temporal management,
which allows flexibility of the global system: it
is always possible to improve the heuristic func-
tions, without challenging the overall system.

5 . The Execution Process and the
Global Control Loop

As we have sketched out in the introduction,
one cannot allocate the robots to all the tasks,
because of lack of precision in the numerical
constraints given in input. The more tasks we
give to a robot, the more imprecision we get in
its new availability time, because of impreci-
sion growing within successive propagation
processes. We reach a point when it is no more
possible to choose between two robots in a suf-
ficiently deterministic way: we can only make
an unreliable choice that could lead to a future
need to backtrack. We then decide to stop the al-
location loop and wait until the execution proc-
ess provides more precise values: each executed



turn propagated in that neighbour cluster. The
process goes on that way until no constraint is
modified. Hence we will not compute the com-
plete graph, but we can easily prove that every
constraints included in a cluster will be minimal
at the end of the process. This intuitive behav-
iour is summarized through the two following
properties, that can be easily proved:

1. The task-graphs defined above represent a
strict decomposition of the overall graph of
the application.

2. The clusterised propagation is complete: it
always detects a global inconsistency if
there is one, and moreover provides mini-
mal constraints (thus new precedence con-
straints as well) within each cluster.

The only constraints requested by the allocation
process (see above) appear, from the definition
of the task-graph, to be confined to those task-
graphs. Thus we can say that our clusterised
propagation process behaves in the same way as
a global propagation would do, regarding the
global process we have to address.

Concerning the efficiency, the decomposition
leads to the definition of sub-graphs each con-
taining 14 time-points. We thus get a complexity
of O(k.143) at each constraint addition, with k
being the number of sub-graphs that will have to
be propagated in a recursive way. As we only al-
locate within a short-term horizon, the total
number of clusters in the graph corresponding to
the tasks being allocated is strictly bounded,
thus k is strictly bounded, which leads to nearly
constant time propagation process.

To end with this section, let us look at the global
temporal management process during the alloca-
tion process. At the beginning, the global graph
is expanded, with all the task-graphs in parallel.
Initial propagation in each sub-graph (not yet
connected one to another) is also made.

Each time a robot is allocated to a mission, the
precedence constraints corresponding to the in-
teractions with other clusters are added (as in
our graph example), launching clusterised prop-
agation steps. Thus, the global graph evolves
from a highly parallel one to a more sequential
one, where, as usually in scheduling problems,
tasks for a robot are incrementally ordered, and
constraints between those robot sequences of
tasks appear because of the ordering of the un-
loading/loading operations.

4 . The Allocation Decision-Making
Loop

Just remember that in our interleaving ap-
proach, we have to dynamically allocate one ro-
bot to predefined tasks of handling containers,
until some threshold in time is reached, that will
require to wait for results of the execution of the
allocated task (see part 5).

So we will define a loop whose incremental
steps are allocation of one robot to one contain-
er, with the aim of not backtracking on these de-
cisions. At each of these steps, we are given:

• (a) the current partially ordered overall graph,
• (b) the current position and «availability
time» of each robot (i.e. the resources availabil-
ity),
• (c) the current stacks of containers remaining
on each conveyor, and the loading area for each
container (i.e. the set of tasks requiring se-
quencing and resource allocation).

We want to get some near-optimal (or «good
quality») solution according to the criteria
which appears to be preeminent in our applica-
tion: minimising the earliest end time of the
overall plan (as in [LePape,90]). In other words,
we wish to process all the unloading/loading
tasks with a minimal loss of time, in order to get
the best chances of having unloaded/loaded all
the containers in a conveyor before its leaving.



Thus, the global graph appears to be composed
of task-graphs like in the first figure of last page,
some of them connected one to another by prec-
edence constraints.

Let us define more precisely those task-graphs:
each task is associated to a cluster of 14 time-
points containing:

• the origin of time 0 (reference frame of the
dates),
• the end time-point of the last task assigned to
the same robot, if there is one.
• the initial and final points of each action in the
task (8 time-points),
• the current temporal windows for PICKUP
and PUTDOWN actions (4 time-points).

Those intersecting clusters are represented in the
second figure in last page, by means of circles,
not including, for clarity concerns, the time-
point 0. For the same reason, the precedence
constraints between 0 and some conveyor avail-
ability beginning time-points are not represent-
ed. In fact, the only temporal constraints that are
useful for the global mission allocation process,
as we will see in next part, are:

• the date of availability of a robot, i.e. the date
of the end of the last task allocated.
• the temporal windows for the PICKUP and
PUTDOWN operations.

This means that the only minimal constraints
that are useful are constraints between time-
points belonging to the same cluster. In other
words, we will never need to know the temporal
distance between the beginning of PICK-
UP(Rob1,Cont2,Boat) and the end of
GOTO(Rob4,Park1,Train), for example. Thus
we only need to get minimal constraints within
those clusters to guide the allocation decisions.

Let us now briefly present the properties that are
at the heart of our process:

« Definition 1 »
• A strict minimal precedence (i,j) is a prece-
dence constraint that cannot be entailed by an-
other (by transitivity).
• A «strict decomposition» D of a graph G is a
set of clusters (Cu)u=1,..c , corresponding to
overlapping sub-sets of time-points {iu1, ...,
ium}, such that:

∀i ∈G, ∃ Cu such that i ∈Cu (complete par-
tition upon time-points),

∀i ∈G, ∀j ∈G, such that (i,j) is a strict min-
imal precedence, then necessarily ∃ at
least one u such that i ∈Cu, and i ∈Cu
(complete partition upon constraints).

• The «neighbour clusters» of a cluster Cu are
Cv1, ..., Cvm such that for each Cvj, ∃ a time-
point ivj such that ivj ∈Cvj and ivj ∈Cu at the
same time.

The «clusterised» propagation process will then
be as follows:

• If D is a strict decomposition of G, if (i,j) is a
temporal constraint being modified, then the
propagation process will be the following recur-
sive process:

execute a propagation step within Cu
and within each of its neighbour clusters
Cv1, ..., Cvm, and then repeat the same
process for each modified cluster, until
there is no cluster modified.

Let us illustrate those definitions through the
graph in the second figure of last page. The ar-
rows represent strict precedences of the graph.
We can see that all of them are included in at
least one cluster. Then, a modification of such a
constraint will be surely propagated to all the
other constraints of the cluster, that will be up-
dated. Some modified constraints are included
in other clusters as well: those are the prece-
dence constraints between tasks, or the ordering
constraints between PICKUP/PUTDOWN ac-
tions (in dotted lines in the figure). They are in



all the minimal constraints (i.e. where only val-
ues globally consistent with the other constraints
are kept), and at the same time gives account of
new precedence constraints. As our application
involves large number of robots and containers,
n is quickly in the order of a few thousands
time-points (about ten times as many as the
number of containers). Hence a cubic complexi-
ty will end in unbearable time consuming algo-
rithms.

3 . The Temporal Graph
Decomposition Scheme

We can take some advantage of the particular
structure of the temporal network in our appli-
cation. The global decision-making process
consists of:

• allocating each robot to successive tasks,
which leads to a strict ordering of tasks for each
robot,
• and adding constraints on PUTDOWN and
PICKUP operations (following the constraints
on crane actions), thus inducing precedence
constraints between tasks.
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Our proposal is to decompose the global tempo-
ral graph into sub-parts (or clusters) in which
propagation can be confined. Our decomposi-
tion scheme relies upon the application-depend-
ent structure of the graph, whereas for example
[Dean,86] proposes a temporal decomposition
based upon complex problem characterisation
techniques. We prove that our method meets
some important property that keeps its algorith-
mic completeness (i.e. it always detects an in-
consistency when there is one); it also gives
back the minimal constraints [Dechter,89],
when considering only the constraints that are
required by the decision-making process. We
then achieve a highly reliable temporal con-
straints manager whose propagation runs in
nearly constant time, keeping at the same time
the total expressiveness of the [Dechter,89] tem-
poral constraint networks.

One important thing to notice is that we take ad-
vantage of a separate temporal constraint man-
agement system, which can be compared to the
[Erschler,91] system and also to [Boddy,93] sys-
tem relying on the Dean’s TMM. Another im-
portant feature is that our method is incremental,
which means that ordering constraints are added
one by one, updates and consistency checking
being made at each step.

2 . Application Context and Basic
Representation Issues

The global mission in our application domain is
the following: a large team of robots have to
load/unload ships in a harbour (ESPRIT project
MARTHA). Containers (a few hundreds per
mission) arrive in boats or trains (we will use
the generic term of «conveyor»). They are to be
brought to some other place: stockage areas, or
conveyor areas. Those tasks are to be carried out
by a crew of robots (about 50), all identical,
through predefined routes linking the different
areas in the harbour. A mission allocation sys-
tem has to decide which robot is going to take

care of which container. The generic task per-
formed by a robot is a sequence of the four ac-
tions:

• Moving from the robot current position to the
unloading area (GOTO action).
• Picking up the assigned container by use of a
crane located in this area (PICKUP).
• Moving to the loading area (GOTO).
• Putting down the container (PUTDOWN).

Each of these actions have an associated dura-
tion, and the PICKUP and PUTDOWN actions
have to be made during the availability tempo-
ral window of the corresponding conveyor.

The containers are arranged inside a conveyor
by stacks, which defines an initial partial order
on unloading operations. But there is just one
crane per area, which means that PICKUP and
PUTDOWN operations have to be strictly or-
dered in the final plan for each area. Moreover,
cranes are not explicitly represented but implic-
itly managed throughout the temporal ordering
of PICKUP/PUTDOWN operations.

* * *

The representation of time within our temporal
system IxTeT relies upon a graph-based struc-
ture with time-points (the nodes in the graph)
that are constrained by precedence constraints
(directed edges in the graph, see [Ghallab,89]),
and also by imprecise numerical constraints
(durations and dates) given as possible dura-
tions labelling the precedence edges (see [Dech-
ter,89] and [Ghallab,94]). This leads to
represent the above general task with the con-
veyors availability temporal windows as it is
shown in the first figure of next page.

As far as numerical constraints are concerned, a
path-consistency propagation algorithm, run-
ning in O(n3), n being the total number of time-
points in the overall graph, is required. It allows
to check for global consistency, making explicit
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Abstract

In the MARTHA project, a large number of ro-
bots in a harbour are given the global task of
transporting standardized containers from one
area to another (ships, trains, stocking areas).
The global decision-making process consisting
of allocating robots to those predefined tasks
can be viewed as a scheduling and resource allo-
cation problem, which is addressed here in a
centralised way.

Imprecision of temporal constraints (expected
arrival and leaving times of ships and trains,
durations of actions) make it meaningless to
search for a strict optimal schedule. Our ap-
proach interleaves task allocation and execu-
tion, scheduling in a sliding short-term horizon,
as the execution process runs, and providing
near-optimal solutions.

For large applications as our, the complexity of
temporal management is a crucial issue. We
present here a technique of graph decomposi-
tion, leading to nearly-constant time temporal
propagation, without any loss of information.
We finally relies on a complete, highly expres-
sive and efficient temporal reasoner used by our
global decision-making loop.

1 . Introduction and Related Work

When addressing scheduling and resource allo-
cation problems in the context of real applica-
tions involving dynamical uncertain worlds, one
has to manage temporal constraints as well as
resource constraints, trying to get a robust
schedule of good quality as fast as possible.

In our application context, we have to allocate
predefined tasks to a number of identical robots.
It is in fact what [LePape,94] calls a joint prob-
lem, mixing constraint-based scheduling and re-
source allocation. We are mainly concerned
with the imprecision of temporal constraints on
expected events and goals. To decide which ro-
bot to allocate to a task, we use heuristic func-
tions approximating a given optimality criteria
along a greedy search approach, thus leading to
near-optimal solutions. Here, the global objec-
tives that have to be met are temporal ones (ear-
liest end time of the overall plan), hence the
choices are guided by the temporal constraints.
As those are imprecise, short term predictions
and objectives are usually quite reliable where-
as long term ones are not. This lead us to adopt
a dynamic approach (as it is defined in
[French,82]), interleaving task allocation and
execution, like in [Collinot,88], or in [Dean,86].

The efficiency of the allocation process is a cru-
cial issue. Like in [Erschler,91] or in [Colli-
not,87], the temporal constraints propagation
process is at the heart of the problem, making
explicit new constraints that will help guide the
scheduling choices, which will in turn add new
constraints that will need to be propagated. But
[Erschler,91] as most authors use an O(n3) com-
plexity algorithm that is too expensive in our
application, whereas [Collinot,87] uses focus-
ing techniques that, although enhancing the
propagation efficiency, do not achieve its com-
pleteness any longer, and then leads to «devia-
tions» in the decision process.


